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	The Facts on File Dictionary of Organic Chemistry (Facts on File Science Dictionary), 9780816049288 (0816049289), Facts on File, 2003
This dictionary is one of a series covering the terminology and concepts used in important branches of science. The Facts on File Dictionary of Organic Chemistry has been designed as an additional source of information for students taking Advanced Placement (AP) Science courses in high schools. It will also be helpful to older students taking introductory college courses. This volume covers organic chemistry and includes basic concepts, classes of compound, reaction mechanisms, and important named organic compounds.

In addition, we have included a number of compounds that are important in biochemistry, as well as information on certain key biochemical pathways. The definitions are intended to be clear and informative and, where possible, we have illustrations of chemical structures. The book also has a selection of short biographical entries for people who have made important contributions to the field. There are a number of appendixes, including structural information on carboxylic acids, amino acids, sugars, and nitrogenous bases and nucleosides. There is also a list of all the chemical elements and a periodic table. The appendixes also include a short list of useful webpages and a bibliography.

The book will be a helpful additional source of information for anyone studying the AP Chemistry course, especially the section on Descriptive Chemistry. It will also be useful to students of AP Biology.
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Unity for Architectural VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform your architectural design into an interactive real-time experience using Unity


	Overview

	
		Simple instructions to help you set up an interactive and real-time scene
	
		Excellent tips on making your presentations attractive by creating interactive designs
	
		Most important...



		

Microsoft  Visual Basic  2005 Express Edition: Build a Program Now!Microsoft Press, 2005
In this lively, eye-opening, and hands-on book, all you need is a computer and the desire to learn how to program with Visual Basic 2005 Express Edition. Featuring a full working edition of the software, this fun and highly visual guide walks you through a complete programming project—a desktop weather-reporting application—from start...

		

Computer Graphics for Artists: An IntroductionSpringer, 2008

	Computer Graphics for Artists: an introduction is an application-independent, reader-friendly primer for anyone with a serious desire to understand 3D Computer Graphics


	Opening with the first and most basic elements of computer graphics, the book rapidly advances into progressively more complex concepts. Each of the elements,...





	

Microsoft  Windows  2000 Server TCP/IP Core Networking Guide (IT Professional)Microsoft Press, 2002
Maximize enterprise networking and connectivity with tools and resources direct from Microsoft.

Set up and troubleshoot all facets of TCP/IP networking in Windows® 2000 with expertise from those who know the technology best—the Windows 2000 development team. This guide delivers essential architectural and...


		

Google Web Toolkit Solutions: More Cool & Useful StuffPrentice Hall, 2007
Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is an open source Java development framework for building Ajax-enabled web applications. Instead of the hodgepodge of technologies that developers typically use for Ajax–JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and XMLHttpRequest–GWT lets developers implement rich client applications with pure Java, using...


		

JDBC: Practical Guide for Java ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
JDBC: Practical Guide for Java Programmers is the quickest way to gain the skills required for connecting your Java application to a SQL database.  Practical, tutorial-based coverage keeps you focused on the essential tasks and techniques, and incisive explanations cement your understanding of the API features you'll use again and again....
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